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Abstract
The purpose of learning English as a second language lies in attaining the ability 
to use the language for communicative purposes. And now, “communicative 
competence” —– or “communicative language competence” to be more exact — is 
a “household word” (Brown 1989: 198) in second language learning and teaching. 
We reviewed some of the major articles and books dealing with the concept, and 
found that no satisfactory treatment has been given. Nevertheless, however, we 
feel that there should be a good theoretical framework within which to design 
English language curriculum with the developmental perspective in mind. It is 
our conviction that such theoretical frameworks should start with re- 
conceptualizing “communicative competence” in English. The re- 
conceptualization should take into account the context in which English is used 
as an international language – that is, the context of multiculturalism. This 
paper aims at showing some of the characteristics of our theoretical framework 
or what we call “English Curriculum Framework” (ECF), which accounts for the 
“why,” “what,” “how,” and “assessment” of English language education.  
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language resources task handling

language resources LR
LR

Could you please…? Would you please …?
could would you please…

could would

LR

task handling TH

speaking listening
writing reading mode of expression
speaking tasks listening comprehension tasks writing tasks reading 
comprehension tasks

composite tasks

TASK HANDLING 

LANGUAGE RESOURCES 
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speaking skills speaking tasks
speaking

speaking

TH

Language Resources LR
LR TH

learning by doing LR
LR

LR TH

incidental learning

LR LR

take get

 “underextension”

hold keep
 “overextension”

Skills Tasks 

Speaking
Listening
Writing 
Reading

Speaking
Listening
Writing 
Reading
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linguistic intuition
tacit knowing

sound pedagogical grammar
teachability learnability

usability

Teachability
Learnability
Usability

Language Resources Task Handling
learning by doing

reading (comprehension) tasks LR TH

reading incidental
learning

LR reading
reading tasks 
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TH
task

“Why did we turn different colors,” Freddie asked, “when we are on the same 
tree?” “Each of us is different. We have had different experiences. We have faced 
the sun differently. We have cast shade differently. Why should we not have 
different colors?” Daniel said matter-of-factly. Daniel told Freddie that this 
wonderful season was called Fall.  
[ Leo Buscaglia. The Fall of Freddie the Leaf.]

have

 We have [had different experiences]. 
 We have [faced the sun differently]. 
 We have [cast shade differently]. 
 Why should we not have [different colors]? 

have HAVE
HAVE

have LR
reading task

push-ups
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 The sun rises in the east and sets in the west. 
sun-rising sun-setting

push-ups

in the east
The sun rises from the east. 

John went swimming in the river. 

John went swimming in the river. the river went
swimming in the river go John went 

to the river to go swimming.
go

John went swimming to the river. 

LR

have

HAVE
HAVE

had different experiences have HAVE
HAVE have had different 

experiences We had different experiences.
We have had different experiences.
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have HAVE

have
have vs. have

HAVE

have

LR reading tasks 
have LR

take leave

had different experiences

We 
HAVE

faced the sun differently

We 
HAVE

cast shade differently

We 
HAVE

different colors

We 
HAVE

LEAVE NOTHING BUT YOUR FOOTPRINTS.

TAKE NOTHING BUT PICTURES. 
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take take a picture of the flower

take one’s temperature
take

take

LR LR TH
TH

TH
reading tasks

reaction
reading

reading

Interactive Reading Community IRC
IRC

Reading
Marathon

interaction

“community” Interactive Reading 
Community

IRC reading
reading tasks

content construction
empathic projection
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expectancy

reporting
paraphrasing

reacting

 authentic

placement test
final test

proficiency test
achievement test

diagnostic test
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